Stinkhout, Wagenhout, enz.

PUBLICEREN
Aan het Zuider Zeehoofd,
Op Morgen Namiddag, den 29 dezer,
TEN 2 URE,
Van een Partij van bovengemelde, bestaande in:

L. P. CAVIN

AAN STADS EN BUITEN HANDELAARS.

PORTER VAN DER BIL & CO.
VERKOOP TOT OPNeming:
"Stoomboot," "Wolverine," "Wellington,"
EN ANDERE LAATSTE AKKUMATEN
NIEUWE WINTER EN ANDEREGEDEERDE...

VERKOOPING VAN VASTGOED.
MET LIBERALE BONEN.

Paarl en Wellington,
COMMUNITÉ VERKOOPINGEN.

AFVERKoop:
22-10-1860

PUBLICEREN

VERKOOPING VAN KOSTENLOZE WAGENHOUT IN ZUID-AFRIKA.

PAARL.

PUBLICEREN

VERKOOPING VAN KOSTENLOZE WAGENHOUT IN ZUID-AFRIKA.

WELTINER BANK.

De 2 daags eerst in deze krant vertrekken, op

DINGSTAG, DIENSTAG, WOENSDAG, EN DONDERDAG.

150 Extra Veste Oude Kaascape en Merino Handels en Boeken.

Besteld door de L. J. J. MULLER, in de handelslui, met

PAARDEN, EZELS, BYTUIGEN.

Een eerststellige verkoop in de Tuintuin.

PUBLICEREN

"ANANDALE LODGE.," De eerste klasse Woning in de Tuinen.

DE EERSTE KLASSE Woningen, die met als attractieve aantrekkelijkheden geschikt is voor Publiceerende te verkopen, op

MAANDAG, MORGEN, den 4den Juny
TE LEEU.

De verkoop plaats, van den eerste klasse, de "ANANDALE HOUSE,", en

Liberale Bonus zal gegeven worden.

S. J. STREIT, Agent voor de Verkooping.

De Heer E. J. JOHNS, Ab Attacker.

DINGSTAG, DIENSTAG, WOENSDAG, EN DONDERDAG.

Weegloopen

VERKOOPING VAN KOSTENLOZE WAGENHOUT IN ZUID-AFRIKA.

VERKOOPING VAN KOSTENLOZE WAGENHOUT IN ZUID-AFRIKA.

PAARL.

PUBLICEREN

VERKOOPING VAN KOSTENLOZE WAGENHOUT IN ZUID-AFRIKA.
The ... to the north. As the word spread, and as the reports of the different families reached him, his mind was filled with a sense of the importance of the matter. He knew that something must be done, and that he must act quickly. He called a meeting of the elders of the community, and the matter was discussed thoroughly. It was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General of the Cape Colony, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was then taken up with the Governor-General, who agreed to the proposal, and arrangements were made for the establishment of the school.

**Original Correspondence.**

**Cape Town** — The request for the establishment of a school for the Herero people was made by the Governor-General of the Cape Colony, to the Secretary of the Native Education Department. The Secretary was instructed to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was discussed thoroughly, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was then taken up with the Governor-General, who agreed to the proposal, and arrangements were made for the establishment of the school.

The council then proceeded to discuss the matter further, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was discussed thoroughly, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was then taken up with the Governor-General, who agreed to the proposal, and arrangements were made for the establishment of the school.

**The New Plan Against the Orange River Barrier.**

The council then proceeded to discuss the matter further, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was discussed thoroughly, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was then taken up with the Governor-General, who agreed to the proposal, and arrangements were made for the establishment of the school.

The council then proceeded to discuss the matter further, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was discussed thoroughly, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was then taken up with the Governor-General, who agreed to the proposal, and arrangements were made for the establishment of the school.

The council then proceeded to discuss the matter further, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was discussed thoroughly, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was then taken up with the Governor-General, who agreed to the proposal, and arrangements were made for the establishment of the school.

**Legislative Council.**

**Public Sale of a Capital Wine Farm, at Jonkershoo, Near Stellenbosch.**

On Thursday, May 21st, the council proceeded to discuss the matter further, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was discussed thoroughly, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was then taken up with the Governor-General, who agreed to the proposal, and arrangements were made for the establishment of the school.

The council then proceeded to discuss the matter further, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was discussed thoroughly, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was then taken up with the Governor-General, who agreed to the proposal, and arrangements were made for the establishment of the school.

The council then proceeded to discuss the matter further, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was discussed thoroughly, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was then taken up with the Governor-General, who agreed to the proposal, and arrangements were made for the establishment of the school.

The council then proceeded to discuss the matter further, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was discussed thoroughly, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was then taken up with the Governor-General, who agreed to the proposal, and arrangements were made for the establishment of the school.

The council then proceeded to discuss the matter further, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was discussed thoroughly, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was then taken up with the Governor-General, who agreed to the proposal, and arrangements were made for the establishment of the school.

The council then proceeded to discuss the matter further, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was discussed thoroughly, and it was decided that the easiest and most efficient way to proceed would be to send a delegation to the Governor-General, to request that he establish a school for the children of the Herero people. The matter was then taken up with the Governor-General, who agreed to the proposal, and arrangements were made for the establishment of the school.
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